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Victorian Modern Cursive Handwriting
Fifth of seven books in a series which introduces students of WA schools to the Victorian modern cursive handwriting style. This
volume develops techniques of speed and accuracy in students' writing.
Writing Time is the handwriting series with a difference. Each full-colour book takes students on a unique handwriting adventure to
understand, consolidate and extend handwriting knowledge. -- publisher's website.
"Handwriting Conventions Victoria is Teachers 4 Teachers brand new handwriting series for Victorian schools".-- Source of
summary, "Teachers 4 Teachers-[Handwriting Conventions VIC]", accessed 31 May 2013.
New Improved Modern Cursive Handwriting for Victoria is a popular series providing a structured approach to handwriting with full
teacher support.
Targeting Handwriting Victoria Year 3 Student Book the focus is on te aching the basic joins. The book includes: diagonal joins,
horizontal joins and touch joins joining to ascenders letters that don't join tracking exercises to introduce joins The Targeting
Handwriting Years 3-6 Student Bo oks have been designed to make learning cursive handwriting as easy as p ossible for
students. New skills are introduced sequentially, so that st udents build on skills one by one and aren't called on to use skills tha t
haven't been introduced yet. Wherever possible, students copy words un derneath models, so that left-handers aren't
disadvantaged, and practice of numerals and punctuation is integrated into the writing activities. The books also encourage and
support student self-assessment.
Handwriting for Victoria provides a sequential approach to the development of Victorian Modern Cursive handwriting skills.
PM Handwriting for Victoria is a carefully sequenced handwriting program for Foundation to 6, designed to enable students to
master a fluent, legible and automatic handwriting style. The series provides instruction for correct letter formation and joining
techniques in the Victorian Modern Cursive style. The workbooks feature high-frequency words, favourite characters, themes and
topics from the PM readers, and purposeful digital extension activities accessed via QR codes.
First of seven books in a series which introduces students of WA schools to the Victorian modern cursive handwriting style. This
volume explores the alphabet and includes exercises for students to practise writing letters and numbers.
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